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Notes:
1- Shrubs shall be of quality prescribed in the root observations detail and specifications.
2- See specifications for further requirements related to this detail.
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SHRUB PLANTING DETAIL
Scale: NTS
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TREE SPACING ( TYP.)
Scale: NTS

Site Preparation

The overall objective of this Rehabilitation Plan is to restore components of the bordering
vegetated wetland (BVW) habitat which have been degraded by unauthorized activities at this
project site. This plan details steps to remove gravel debris within the BVW, disperse woody
debris piles across the rehabilitation area for increased habitat, install a woody shrub area to
facilitate a PSS wetland system, to install trees abutting the northern rehabilitation area to
facilitate the development of a PFO wetland habitat, and install protective fencing.

To properly plant container plant material, start by locating the point at which the trunk flare begins. Measuring from the trunk flare to the bottom of the ball
will give the correct planting hole depth.

1.

Site activities associated with this plan shall be done under the guidance of a Wetland
Specialist, which will be approved by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection (MassDEP) for this project site. The Wetland Specialist shall be on site to verify
the limit of impact/rehabilitation areas and oversee site activities to ensure that this plan is
followed. The Wetland Specialist has stop-work authority.

2.

Impact areas excavated greater than 12-inches in depth shall first be restored by backfilling
the excavation with suitable subsoil material. The following subsoil specifications apply:
a. Subsoil material shall be clean and sandy loam in texture (no organic content
requirement).

Alternatively, if the trunk flare is not well developed, the rootball can be probed for structural roots using a surveyor's chaining pin or similar tool. Generally,
the uppermost structural roots in the rootball should be planted within 1-3 inches of the soil surface, measured 2-5 inches from the trunk.
The Integrity of the rootball should be maintained until it is secure in the hole. In the event that some of the soil falls away from the roots, proceed with the
planting, taking care to ensure that the roots do not dry out from sun or wind. The planting hole size should be approximately 3 to 5 times the width of the
container and have sloping sides.
Setting the Plant
Carefully set the plant in the hole so that the trunk flare is at, or 1-to-2 inches above, the existing grade. Once the plant is properly placed, remove the
container and reset the rootball in the prepared hole.
Backfilling the Planting Hole
According to research, backfilling with soil dug from the planting hole is preferable to mixing the soil with large amounts of organic soil amendments such as
compost, etc. The addition of an organic soil amendment may be called for if the existing soil is of poor quality, such as excessively sandy or heavy clay
soils or those consisting of undesirable fill material. Alternatively, quality topsoil, similar in texture to the existing soil, may be brought in and used for
backfilling.
While backfilling the hole, it has been customary to tamp the soil to avoid leaving large air pockets. However, this practice often results in the soil being
packed so firmly as to drive out all the fine air spaces needed for a well-aerated soil. An alternative to tamping the soil would be to water the soil halfway
through the backfill process and allow it to drain. When the water has drained away, resume backfilling and water again thoroughly. If the practice of tamping
the soil is chosen, it should be done lightly so as to not compact the soil in the planting hole.

3.

Dense coconut fiber matting or standard mulch should be added around each tree or shrub to help suppress adjacent invasive plan colonization, moderate
soil temperatures, and conserve soil moisture in the root zone. Mulch shall be installed as prescribed in the accompanying details.

c. Manufactured soil shall be used. Manufactured soil using equal portions of mineral
and organic materials must be used resulting in not less than 10%-12% organic
carbon content by dry weight (or 19%-21% organic matter) as recommended in the
ACOE New England District Mitigation Guidelines.

Caging

Staking
While there are many opinions on the method and value of staking trees at planting time, most experts agree that staking is not necessary for all trees. In
the case of this project, given the prescribed tree size and the hydric soil conditions it is recommended that trees be staked to prevent blowdown.

4.

5.

Pruning
After transplanting, prune only broken or damaged branches. Top pruning to compensate for root loss is no longer recommended. It is important to leave as
much foliage on the tree as possible because carbohydrates and other products produced by photosynthesis in the leaves are necessary for root system
regeneration and development.

7.

SEEDING GUIDANCE
Seed Methodology
The following methodology provides sequencing for establishing the seed mixes prescribed on the accompanying details sheet. This process should begin
following final grading. The best time to seed for this project is in the spring when the soils are at a normal moisture content level (moist, not saturated) and
no later than June 30. Weather forecasts should be monitored as occasional watering may be necessary if a dry spring season occurs. The seeding
sequence should begin no longer than 48 hours after final grading. Site stabilization techniques should be utilized in this 48-hour time period.
Soil Scarification/ Seed Bed Preparation
The soil surface should be a uniform planar surface that is flat and without excessive ridges, furrows, ruts or mounds and low spots where water can collect.
Soil scarification should only take place when weather, soil conditions, and construction phasing allows for no longer than 48 hours between scarification
(the beginning of the seeding process) and covering the seed with weed free straw mulch (not hay). The soil should be scarified to maximum depth of 3
inches (see below). During this process, areas where coarse gravel dominates the soil surface should be identified and amended with fine sandy-soil
common borrow generated from on-site earthwork. The importation of topsoil should be a last resort and only used as an amendment for “localized” spots
that lack the characteristics of a soil seed bed.

The final grade of each impact area shall match the adjacent land. Topsoil used to bring
the ground surface to final grade shall meet the following specifications:
a. Soil shall have a loam or sandy loam texture with a minimum of 20% organic matter
content and must not contain invasive species. Final topsoils shall be a minimum of 12
inches deep at all restored BVW areas.
b. Topsoil may be used from non-wetland site locations, if approved by the Wetland
Specialist. Prior to translocation of topsoil to the wetland rehabilitation area, the topsoil
source shall be inspected and approved by the Wetland Specialist; or,

Mulching

Based on prescribed tree heights it is our opinion that caging of the trees is not necessary. MassDEP may request caging or the use of snow fencing to help
protect shrubs from herbivory. If so, we recommend adding the approved protection measure around each prescribed cluster of shrubs rather then protecting
each individual shrub. Protective measures shall remain in place until shrubs are sufficiently established, but in no case shall remain more than three-years.

Stamp:

b. Subsoil shall be brought to within 12 inches of final surface grade. The subsoil grade
will be checked by the Wetland Specialist to ensure the proper hydrology prior to
applying any topsoil per Item 3.

To complete the backfilling, smooth the surface soil and check to ensure that the trunk flare is completely exposed (The structural roots should be within the
top 3 inches of soil as measured 4 inches from the trunk).

Scale: NTS

Scale: NTS

WETLAND REHABILITATION NOTES:

Planting Hole Preparation
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SCRUB SPACING ( TYP.)

WOODY PLANT INSTALLATION GUIDANCE
The Planting hole shall be dug no deeper than the container as measured from the trunk flare to the bottom of the ball. Planting holes dug deeper than the
container often result in the settling of the plant above the trunk flare and structural roots which can result in the rootball being planted too deep. It is
recommended that the planting area be loosened and aerated at least 3 to 5 times the diameter of the container.

WETLAND REHABILITATION AREA PLANT SCHEDULE

N.
MI

TREE PLANTING DETAIL
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Prior to mulching, lightly tamp soil
around the root ball in 6" lifts to brace
shrub. Do not over compact. When the
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water around the root ball to settle the
soil.
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Round-topped
soil berm 4" high x 8" wide
above root ball surface shall
be constructed around the
root ball. Berm shall begin
at root ball periphery.

Rootball.
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edition for root ball size.
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Root ball surface shall be
positioned to be
one - quarter above finished
grade.
Prior to mulching, lightly tamp
soil around the root ball in 6"
lifts to brace tree. Do not over
compact. When the planting
hole has been backfilled, pour
water around the root ball to
settle the soil.

8.

A friable "planting bed" consistency shall be prepared. Any compaction caused by
excavation shall be alleviated.
The rehabilitation areas are to be planted with native woody species. Disturbed areas shall
be seeded with native seed. (See Plant List). Plant substitutions due to commercial
availability or hydrological conditions must be approved by the Wetland Specialist and
MassDEP.
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DETAILS

The rehabilitation aims for, at a minimum, 85% woody material survivability after two years
of installation.
Failure to maintain an appropriate standard of care in the installation or post-installation
components of the rehabilitation area, at any time, including but not limited to planting at
inappropriate times of year, failure to restore or replicate suitable substrate conditions,
failure to implement standard horticultural practices (such as irrigation, fertilization, disease
and pest control), failure to maintain erosion and sedimentation controls, failure to
adequately control non-indigenous invasive species, and the loss of plantings of a
sufficient number to impair the success of the rehabilitation area may be deemed
noncompliance with Administrative Consent Order No. 00009112.
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WETLAND REHABILITATION AREA SEED MIX
Scale: NTS Source: Seed mixes referenced herein are provided by New England Wetland Plants, Inc.

Seed application is a two-part process: 1) seed application at proper rates per acre and 2) sow the seed into the soil ¼ to ½” depth maximum. Appropriate
seed rates for each prescribed seed mix are specified on the accompanying details sheet.
Sowing the Seed: Once the seed is spread the seed must be sown into the soil to the depth above in order to increase chances of germination by keeping
soil moisture close to the seed. The seed can be sown by a number of ways including “tracked” in with a low PSI rubber tire or tracked machine, using a
York landscape rake or similar, or the traditional means of using a metal leaf rake.
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